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Abstract. A nest set is the language generated by a context-free grammar whose r&s are 
A + a&X or A --* E (where a, ii are paired terminal symbols, and A, B, C are nonterminal 
symbols). They can be seen as the onz-dimensional expressions of the recognizable sets of binary 
trees. We study their closure properties under relativized operations with respect to the Dyck 
set, which is the maximum set in the class. The operations considered are relativized veisions 
of AFL operations, quotient, direct product, shuffle product_, and some others. As an application 
we prove various closure properties of generalized parenthesis languages. 
Introduction 
The fundamental feature of context-free languages is their nesting property. In 
this paper we first study a subclass of languages which show the property explicitly 
and exclusively. The class of such languages, which we call nest sets, is shown to 
enjoy various closure properties. Most of the operations considered are well-known 
language theoretic operations, but in the relativized forms with respect to the 
maximum set of the class, which is the Dyck set in the case of nest sets. Here we 
mean ‘relativized’ in the sense of McKinsey and Tarski [S]. In other words, for 
various language theoretic operations a we show that if L is a nest set then so is 
0 (L) n D where L) is a Dyck set over an appropriate alphabet. The operations we 
take into consideration include what might be termed as the reiativized AFL 
operations, and relativized versions of quotient (by any language), direct product, 
(external) shuffle product, Sub, Min, Max, Cycle, and some others. 
After the study of nest sets, we apply the results to a broader class of languages 
called generalized parenthesis languages, and prove their relativized closure proper- 
ties. To give a general idea of the languages, we mention that the generalized 
parenthesis languages are deterministic context-free languages imore specifically, 
superdeterministic context-free languages [3]), and the equivalence problem as well 
as the inclusion problem for the languages are decidable [3, $1, while their expressive 
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power is relatively large so that by means of them one can describe the major part 
of the syntax of ordinary (structured) programming languages. More precisely, if we 
impose a minor restriction on the syntax of ALGOL 60 (that the parenthetic symbols 
I, ), [, I, ‘9 ‘3 begin, end, if, then in comments or in quoted strings are well nested), 
then it can be described as a generalized parenthesis language [9]. 
In Section 1 we give basic definitions and some known facts about nest sets. In 
Sections 2 and 3 we prove closure properties of nest sets, and in Section 4 apply 
the results to the generalized parenthesis languages. 
1. Preliminaries 
For an alphabet E, let 2 = {ii 1 a E 2) be a bijective image of 2 which is disjoint 
from E, and let _$ = C US. We call Z a paired alphabet. Any context-free grammar 
G = OV, 2, P, S) with rules of the form 
A+aBiiC or A-v (A,B,CEN,~EC) 
is called a nest grammar over 2 and the context-free language L(G) generated by 
G is called a nest set. 
In particular, the nest set generated by G = ({S}, f, P, S) with P = 
{S + crSciS fu E E}u {S -+ c} is the &k set over 2, which is denoted by &. 
The followings are some easy consequences of the definition or known facts 
about nest sets: 
( 1.1) A nest set over 2 is a subset of &. 
(1.2) The nest set can be regarded as the one-dimensional representation of the 
recognizable set of binary trees. 
Suppose TL denotes the smallest set such that 
svherc # & 2‘, and 7 : Dl * TX is defined by 
Then the mapping T is one-to-one and onto. Moreover L is a nest set over 2 if 
;wd clnly if ~(1-1 is ii rccognirable set in Tk (i,e., the set accepted by a tree automaton 
1 )\‘cr 2’). This characterization yields the Boolean closure property of the class of 
nest 9.3s in D, [8]. 
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(1.3) If G = (N, J?, P, S) is a context-free grammar such that 
then L(G) is a nest set [8]. 
More generally let p be the smallesx set such that 
uq3*,aQ * au8Ep 
and G = (N, 2, P, S) be a context-free grammar such that 
Then the context-free language generated by G is a nest set [4]. 
(I .4) Consider a grammar-like system G = (N, e, P, cy ) in which LY is a regular 
set over N and 
where aA is a symbol in c and aA is a regular se; ‘3ver N for each A E N. We call 
G a regular bracketed grammar over 2, and write L(G) for the set of all words 
generated by context-free grammars (N u {S}, .I$ P’, S) such that P’c 
{S + 14 114 E a}u P and 5% N. The set L(G) so obtained is a nest set. Conllersely 
any nest set can be obtained in this way [8]. 
(1.5) Suppose f: DI --, Dz is the function defined by 
ffasdy )= atif (x, y E Dz-, a E C). 
Then the images of nest sets by f are regular. More generally, if fk : DE -+ DL 
(k = 1, 2,. . .) is a function such that fl =f and 
/L(F)=& 
fk + &n-liy) = nf;i(s)iif;c + I(y) (.Y, y E Dl, a EX) 
then the imagesof nest sets byfk (k = 1,2, . . .) are regular sets. (For if 6 = (N, %, P, S) 
is a nest grammar then Gk = (A$, i, &, Sk) defined by 
Nk={BiIBEN,i=O,l,..., k}, 
Pk =(A, +aBi_ IGC’i IA +aBdC is In P, i = 1,2,, . . , k} 
u{A~F~A+F isinP,i=1.2,. . . ) !C ‘}
u(A0-w IA EN} 
generates the set fk(L( G)) and is not self-embedding.) The fact may be used to 
show that certain languages are not nest sets. 
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2. Regular sets and nest sets 
2.1 Lemma. The intersection of a regular set and a Dyck set is a nest set. 
Proof. Given a finite automaton M = (Q, Z, (6 , yo, F) accepting a regular set R, let 
G P,4 = (Q x Q, 2, P, (p, q)) be the nest grammar for each p and 4 in Q such that 
P={tq,,95j-ja(q2,q3)6(q4 q5)IS(4,,a)=q2,S(93,6)=q4} 
4bw1b&~Qh 
Then L(G,,)={wED&(~, w)=q}, and the nest set IJ{L(G,,,,)]~EF} equals 
2.2 Theorem. If L is a nest set and R is a regular set, then L n R is a nest set. 
Proof. Note that L n R = L n (D n R) for a Dyck set D, and apply Lemma 
and (1.2) Ci 
2.1 
(2.3) Not every nest set is of the form in Lemma 2.1. Indeed the nest 
over 2 = {a, a} generated by a context-free grammar G = ({S}, 
(S -*aSa’, S-,aa’aSn’aa’, S + E}, S) is not the intersection of a Dyck set and a 
regular set. Because if L(G) = DE n R for a regular set X, then for some distinct 
numbers i and k, a’atia” -i and a kaiia”-k lead to a same state in a finite 
automaton M accepting R, where n is the number of states in M and 0~ i, k 6 n. 
Then a’aiaa” ‘a”-‘a~’ E L(G) implies akaaanwk$- ‘a&i’ E L(G), which 
ils impossible. 
(2.4) Every regular set included in a Dyck set is a nest set by Lemma 2.1, but 
not every context-free language in a Dyck set is a nest set. For example, the 
context-free language L1 = {(a~)“~h~)” 1 n = 0, 1,2, . . .} in Dfa,h) is not a nest set 
and neither is L2 = {a(ati)“tia(ad)“~ I n = 0, 1,2, . . .} in DIaj by (1.5). (For if 
they were then fl(L1j = L1 and fz(L2) = Lz must be regular.) 
(2.5) From the known fact [8] and what we just proved, we get another characteriz- 
ation of the nest sets; L is a nest set if and only if L = Ix (D n R) for a Dyck set D, 
a regular set R, and a homomorphism 12 : (h* + ($* such that tt (c 1 E C and II (C) = --__ 
It (c ) for each c in r. 
(2.6) The characterization above may be stated using push-down mechanisms as 
follows. 
Let A4 = (Q, r?, 8, I, F) be a nondeterministic finite automaton over a paired 
alphabet f where 1, F c 0 and 6 c Q x f x Q. For each (I, q’ E Q, 2, Z’E I? and 
(* f /l, write 
(q, Z 1 ‘;‘I (q’, 2’ 1 if (q, (‘, ~1’) E8, 2~‘ = z’, 
! 1 ) 
1: 
cc/, 2 )G(q’, 2 ‘) if ((J, C, lj) E S, 2 = A*, 
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for some qO,. . . , qn E Q, 20,. . . , z,, E r*, 
Then it is clear that P(M) = Dr n R where R is the regular set accepted by M. 
Now suppose h : (f)* + (if)* is a homomorphism such that h(f) c C and h (c’) = 
h(c) for each c in I-‘. By rewriting kh and I-h in (1) above by I----~$ and +-Es! 
respectively, and by defining 
for some qo, . . . , qn E 0, zo, . . . , z,, E f *, 
n~Osuchthatqo~I,q,,M’,zo=~,=~} 
we obviously get P(M, h) = h(& n R). We shall call P(M, h) the set accepted by 
the pd machine (AI, h). The characterization in (2.5) shows that alf and only nest 
sets are accepted by pd machines. 
2.7 Thearem. If L. is a nest set and L’ is a subset 0;; a Dyck set, tien the quotielzt of 
LbyL’ 
L’\L = {y Ixy E L for sorne .Y E L’) 
is a nest set. 
proof. Let (M, II) be a pd machine to accept L-dhere A4 = (Q, r”, 61, FJ and 
.‘I : #)* + (?)* arc as in (2.6). Given a subset L’ Df L>x let 
I’ = {yk E Q 1 
forsomeyo ,..., qk--1EQ,zo ,..., =kEr*, 
k 2 0 such that q(g~ I, z. = -zk = F, dld2 l * l dk f I,‘} 
and let n/r’ = (Q, f, 8, I’, F). Then since xv E P>x and x E & imply 
L’\L = P(M’, h 1. Cl 
y E Dz, we have 
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As a corollary to this we know that for any L”, (L”\L) n Dz = (L”n Dr)\L is a 
nest set, if so is L. A similar argument applies to (L/L”) n Ds = {X E DE 1 xy E L for 
some y E L”). 
3. Dyck homomorphisms and nest sets 
Suppose f: d* -& be a homomorphism such that f(DJ c DE. Then for each Q 
in J we have 
f(nL7) = flu )f(ti) E D,c 
and hence 
f( ) a = xoa 1.~la2x2 * * * a,,.~,,, 
for some x0, . . . , x,,, yo, . . . , y,, E DE, a 1, . . . , a,, E E, 12 2 0. This condition is also 
sufficient for f to preserve Dyck words. A homomorphism f satisfying this condition 
is termed as a Dyck homomorphism. If further f(a) & D_v for each a E il, then it is 
called normal. 
3J Theorem. If f : i + $* is a normal Dyck homomorphism and L is a rwst set ooer 
i, then f(L ) is a flest set. 
Proof. It suffices to note that any context-free grammar G = (N, $ f, S) with rules 
of the form 
A +_soalxl . - l a,,x,By,,d, - l - y&y& or A-v 
(A, B, C E N, a 1, . . . , a,, E Z, so, . . . , A-,,, yo, . . . ) y,, E Dx:, n 2 1 
generates a nest set (cf. (1.3)). KY! 
(3.2) The images of nest sets by abnormal Dyck homomorphisms 
nest sets. For example, f(L) with L = {a’%” 112 = 0, 1,2, . . .) is not 
if fiu! = aii and f(E) = !&. Another example is f(L) 
may not be 
a next set 
with L = 
{(a& WGFY 1 TV = 0, 1, 2, . . .) and f(b) = f(b) = F, f(s) = s for .X E {u, iz, c, C} (cf. 
Q.41). 
Proof. WC divide the proof into two cases: 
I 1 I For each (1 E A, there exist II :> 1, CI 1, . . . , II,, E ,V and s 1, . . . , .I-,,, y 1, . . . . y,, E DX 
such that 
j%z ) = .4--lalx2a2 - . - -wh, f(ii J = &J,, l ’ l &y&y,. 
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(2) ForeachnEA,f(a)=f(a’)=& orf(a)=a,f(a)=a. 
Note that any Dyck homomorphism f can be written as f =fifl with Dyck 
homomorphisms fl and f2 satisfying (1) and (2) respectively, and that for an 
appropriate Dyck set D’ 
y&(L)nD iff f&(y)~Landy~D, 
iff fl(~)~f2*(L)nD’andy~D, 
iff yEfll(fi’(L)nD’)nD. 
3.4 Lemma. Theorem 3.3 holds if f satisfies the condition ( 1) in 3.3. 
Proof. For a Dyck homomorphism f: DA --‘Dx satisfying the condition ( 1. ), let 
g = l-f7 ’ where r is the bijection stated in (1.2). Then the mapping g: TJ + TL is 
a tree homomorphism, and the inverse mapping g- ’ is known to preserve th2 family 
of recognizable sets [7]. Hence ?g%(L) is a nest set, and we have 
y Ef”l(L)nDx 
iff f(y) EL and y E Dx. 
iff y=T -‘(ttand7fT--‘(t)E7(L)forsometE TX, 
iif )‘=r ‘(t) for some t E g ‘t?(L)), 
iff y ~7 *g *“T(L). @ 
(Fig. 1 illustrates how the tree homomorphism g = 7-fT ’ lnax each tree n (tt’) in 
Td to a tree in TX, where T(xi) = si, T(yi) = ti (i = 1,2, . , . , n j.) 
3.5 Lemma. Theorem 3.3 holds if f satisfies the condition (2) irz 3.3. 
Proof. Let (M, h) be a pd machine accepting L where M = (Q, f, S, I, F) and 
r,:&$ as iI7 (2.3, and let f :i* +$* be the Dyck homomorphsim such that 
jo={tlE~lf,tl)=f~~~)=~}and~-;l~l=~; thenf(x) = s for each x E e. Assuming 
that I’ n &, - 44, let 6’ = S u ((9, d, 9 ), (9, d,9) 19 F Q, d E -lo}, and define a pd 
machine ((II’, It’) with Ad’ = (Q, P vi,), S’, I, F) and 11’: P u Li*o+ i where [I’(S) = 
It (.x ) for each .V E r”_ and h’(s ) = .I- for each x E &,. Then by definition we have 
This comple[es the proof of Theorem 3.3 ‘Z 
(3.6) As a corollary we see that if L is a nest set then so isfil) =fz(fl * (L) C-I R n D i 
where fl is a Dyck homomorphism, fz is a normal Dyck homomorphism, R is a 





regular set and D is a Dyck set. The mapping f (or the binary relation 
{(f&~ ), f2t_v ))1-x ER AD} which gives rise to the mapping f) may be thought of as 
the rclativized version of the inverse GSM mapping (the F-free rational relation, 
respectively). The case where fl is also normal is then taken to be the counterpart 
of the F-free GSM mapping. 
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where d is a paired alphabet defined by A = C x C and (a, 6) = (a, 6) for 
each a, b EC. 
XIX-2 l l 9xk~L,y~y2”‘yk~L’,k~1, 
x1, l ’ l , xj( E ce>*, y1, l l l l yk E (if’)*} 
;:ulhere L c Dz, L’ c Dxl, and .Z n 2’ = 8. 
(7) Init n DT ={xEDrIxycLforsomey). 
(8) Fin(L) n DE ={yEDrIxyELforsomex}. 
(9) Sub(L) n DE ={yEDrIxyzELforsomex,z}. 
(10) Anf(L)n Dx = {x E Dx 1 xy E L for infinitely many y }. 
(11) Min(L)=L-L(Dx---{E}). 
(12) Max(L) = L - L/(Dz -{F}). 
(13) Cycle(L)nD~={xv~D~lyxEL}. _ 
Pmof. The closure under operations (1) and (2) is easily seen by means of pd 
machines or by (1.4). (From a regular bracketed grammar G = (IV, J?, P, (Y) to 
generate t, we can obtain the one for L* by replacing cy by (Y*. A similar proof 
applies to the case of concatenation.) (3) is a kind of reverse operation, the proof 
of which is also easy eg., by (1.4). (For the G above, replace LY by its mirror image 
and do the same for each aA = {u E N* (A +n~Uii~ is in P).) As a consequence 
of this we see that nest sets can be generated by context-free grammars G = 
(IV, 2, P, S) such that P c {A + BaGi, A + E IA, B, C E IV, a E E}, and conversely. 
(4) is to interchange the inside of a pair of parentheses with the outside. The closure 
under L reflects a symmetry of binary tree representation of nest sets. (Cf. (1.2). 
Clearly the systematic interchange of left and right subtrees of a set of binary trees 
preserves the recognizability.) (5) is the direct product of two languages relativized 
to the Dyck set, the proof of which is straightforward. (6) is the relativized version 
of the shuffle I roduct of [l]. To see the closure, it suffices to note 
Shuffle& L’)nD\-.,xe=f-l(L)ng ~l(L')nDZ.u.'.- 
where f. R : (2 u f ‘)* -+ (2 LJ if’)* are Dyck homomorphisms such that 
If we remove the assumption that C n2’ = 0 then the equality may not hold, and 
indeed the relativized version of the internal shufi?e product [l] not necessarily 
preserves the family of nest sets. A counterexample (due to Yamasaki) is 
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Shuffle(L, L’) AD {a,h,cj n a %cE(a~)*b6afi* 
= (a%c~(ad)“-‘b&a&’ 1 ,S = 1,2, . . .), 
which is not a context-free language. Ye closure under (7) and (8) is by (2.7), for 
Init n D‘l: =L/& and Fin(L)nfix = &\L. A similar argument as (2.7) applies 
to (10); given a pd machine (M, h j with A4 = (Q, f, 6, I, F), replace F by 
F’ =’ {qo E Q ! 
there are infinitely many d& - 9 l dk such that 
where qk E F, Zo = zk = F). 
‘Then the new pd machine accepts Anf$) n Ds. For (9), take a regular bracketed 
grammar G = UV, -, e P, CU) to generate L where P = {A + c~Au& [A E N, II E (_yA}. 
Without iloss of generaliiy we assume that no symbol in iV is useless. (Otherwise 
replace N, 0, P by the set N’ of useful symbols, a nN’*, {A + aAu&JA E: N’, II E 
CY,~ n !V’*}, respectively.) Then the regular bracketed grammar G’ = (N, s, P, d 
with cy’ =. {V E N* I14cw E (Y or ~~LW E tin for some A E N and 14, w E N”) generates 
Suh(L)~D,. (111 and (12) are by (1.2), (2.7), and (1) above. For (13, given a nest 
grammar G = W, 2, P, S) to generate L., let 
for each nonterminal symbol A. Then Cycle@ j n Dx = U{L,J_~~ j A E N}, which is 
;i nest set since so are L,, and LtI. 3 
3. Application to generalized parenthesis languages 
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The fo!lowing properties of gpl can be easily verified: 
(4.1) A gpl over 2 u A is a subset of DIA. . 
(4.2) Let ~5: (J? u A)* + (2? d)* be the homomorphism defined by 
$(a)=a, $(ti)=il (a EC), 
Qw)=hF (b E A). 
Then $ is a one-to-one mapping from D2.j into the Dyck set DxUd. Moreover if 
L is a gpl over Z? VA, then q%(L) is a nest set over 2 u d. Conversely if L is a nest 
setoverfu~,thenJI-‘(L)isagplover~vA.(Notethat~-‘(L)=~~~‘(Ln~(D~,~)) 
and from any nest grammar G = (N, 2 ud, P, S) to generate a set L in $(DrJ 
one can obtain a generalized parenthesis grammar G’ over 2 u A to generate $ ‘(L) 
by simply replacing rules of form A + bB6C (6 E A) in P by A + K.) 
(4.3) If G = (N, 2 u A, P, S) is a context-free grammar with 
then L(G) is a gpl (by (1.3) and (4.2)). Therefore parenthesis languages [6] and 
bracketed context-free languages [2] are included in the class of gpl’s. 
4.4 Theorem. The class of gpl’s ouer 2 v LI is a Boolean algebra with D\-+J as rhc 
maximum elemeu t, and is closed under 
( 1) irz tersectiorz with regular sets, 
(2) concatenation, 
(3) *operation, 
(4) relativized versiorts (to Dr,J of quotient by alzy language, direct product, 
(cxterrzal) sh@e product, Init, Fin, Sub, Anf, Min, Max, Cycle, 
(5) homomorphisms f: (2 v A)* + ($ v A)* which map Dx,J itztu itself wit/g 
f(a) GZ L& for each a E C, nrld 
(6) the relaticired irz verse image ,t- ’ ( ) n D r,J of homornorphisrns f i (2 u A )‘I -+ 
(2 u J)* which map Dr,J into itself. 
Proof. Suppose L and L’ are gpl’s over 2 ~4. Then L AL’= $ ~*(ti(L)n(L(L’)), 
Dx,j RR = ~5 l(Dx,,J n $(R)) and similar formulas together with (1.2) and lemma 
2.1 prove Boolean closure and (1). Likewise (L”\L) n Dz,j. = W’n D,,J\L = 
$1 ‘($(L”n D~,J\$(L)) proves the closure under relativized quotient by any 
language. As to (6), consider the Dyck homomorphism g: (2 vi)* + (2 u&* 
defined by 
RH=cLf(x) (.u E i,, 
g(b) = @f(b), g(h) = & (h E A). 
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Then w’: have g$(x) = I@(X) for each x E Dr;,& and 
x E~-*(L)u&,~ iff f(x)~L, x E Dx.4 
iff ctf(x) E WA, x E DI,A 
ifi g4W E U), x ED2.3 
iff x E @-‘(g-‘+(L) nDruA). 
Thus we get f-‘(L) nDL;,d = $-‘(g-*$(L) n DxuA). The right-hand side of the for- 
mula is a gpl, since g-‘$(L) n D xud is a nest set over e uL. The closure under 
other operations are obvious. U 
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